
RISE OF HOPE





                                             INTRODUCTION

In 2017  Club  RAFIKI  in collaboration  with  Indigo  foundation started  a new 
program  in Rwanda which  is English  Corner  workshop.  It  goal  was to 
empower youth in English communication through storytelling and writing.
It was an interesting program to the participants because of the way classes 
were conducted. 

The idea to publish stories which are in this book were inspired by Tutors and 
sponsors who saw a great potential from ECW participants; That was a rise of 
new hope for ECW.
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                                       1.  BEAUTY OF NATURE

When you open your eyes, you see many things around you in the nature. 
Those things you see, are environment in nature.In nature there is animals, plants, 
infrastructure, insects and many others. 
Nature is important in our life, in our life because they help us in different ways. 
Some of them are including trees help us to get oxygen, trees also help us to 
protect soil to avoid soil erosion. 

A beautiful nature attracts tourists to come to visit it in country so country gets 
money from tourists who come in  the visit. That money is used to build school, 
medical center, roads etc. All of them are development of country.

All over us we have to know the beauty of nature and to protect it in order to 
avoid the disasters and environment pollution .

                                                                 
INGABIRE Claudine
     (19 Years old)

EnvironmentEnvironment
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                                     2. WE ARE ALL EQUAL

Many years ago in my country girls had not the same value and right as boys. 
Boys had right to go to school weither girls stayed at home for doing many 
domestic works like to cook, to sweep, to collect grapes for cows and sheep, 
to care for their young sister or b rother, to fetch water etc..

Today things are changed girl and boy have the same right the government 
empower girls through gender equality; I go at school with my sister, I feel happy 
when she has a first position in her class! This show us that a girl are able as a boy 
when we are at home we help each other in different activities. 

Nowadays girls do the same activities as boys, there are some who are leaders, 
pilots, ministers, drivers, nurses, doctors, etc ...  
        

IRANKUNDA Abdoul Djalilu
     (15 years old)

Gender equality & equitGender equality & equit
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                                        3.HAND CRAFT BALL

One morning in the holiday I woke up early in the morning, I made 
my bed, I had a breakfast after I asked permission from my mum to go
 to the playground to play football with my friends.
When I reached at playground there was no ball! I wondered myself why did 
l lose my time to come here?While I was sitting down one of my  friends gave us an 
idea” ooohhh my dearsl get an idea” said Clever“Which one? ” Asked Kevin
“I have my brother who makes baskets and mats from banana leaves! Why can’t 
we use them to make a ball? Told clever. It was an interesting idea! Forwardly we 
stood up and went to bring banana leaves from banana trees which where beside 
a playground. After twenty minutes we had already a ball! We play, we play!!!!! I 
can’t forget that day in my life because l got new friends. From that day me and 
my colleagues knew to make a ball from banana leaves if l want to play a football 
without a ball, l don’t feel discouraged because I know make a handcraft ball. 

Always we shouldn’t look to the challenges only but should handle the challenges.

                                                              
Iradukunda Roger
  (15 years old)

Sports & recreationSports & recreation
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                                        4. NO TO DRUGS

Drugs are harmful to the human body some people take hard drugs like 
opium, heroin, cocaine and weeds. Once people start taking drugs   slow by 
slow they become addicted, it is too difficult for them to stop it because they 
become dependent to drugs.

Usually drugs are expensive some people who are addicted to it have to 
steal money and they can’t think properly. Taking drugs make some people 
to be impolite, thieves, dishonest and useless in society, there are some who 
are taken in prison.

Say no to drugs because it can kill quickly the life.

                                                                   
NIYONKURU Idrissa
   (14 years old)                                                              

DrugsDrugs
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                                        5. VISIT TO COUNTRYSIDE

Life in village is amazing than in town, in holiday I used to go to visit my family who 
live in countryside. Parent send their daughters and sons to go to fetch water and 
carry on their heads, students walk long kilometers to school by climbing hills, their 
cooking manner is also totally different from urban! They take  stones and 
firewoods to cook, they don’t like to fry food but they boil them.

At night parents and their children sit together and talk about the traditional histo-
ry, proverbs and widdles so that their children learn ethics through them Morning 
family share home activities. 

Some go to cut crops for cows, others go to cultivate if it is in sowing period; Mostly 
they plant sorghum, potatoes , beans, …Don’t forget that village feed urban 
people. Always l learn from my visit.

                                           
CYUSA Nadjati
  (13 Years old)                                                                                                                              

TransportTransport
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                                       6. THREE IN ONE
                

Rwanda is a country which has 26,338km of surface with twelve million of population. 
This country is located in Africa under the equator, it has two many seasons which are: 
sunny season and rainy season , and it has population that is over.

Around the world one country may have more than one language and different culture. 
Rwanda is different from other countries for the reason that it is one country with one 
mother tongue furthermore Rwandans meet on the same culture, this push them to work 
a hands for their common interest and being unit, l joy it!

Do others enjoy my culture as me? I ask myself how other country which has many 
spoken languages inside and different culture interact!

                                           
TWAHIRWA Jean de Dieu
     (15 Years old)                                                                                                                               

CultureCulture
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                                  7. DREAM COME TRUE

I am a young girl I study in P5 l wish to be an excellent doctor. Is it possible for 
me to be a future doctor as I feel it now? Yes l will! Because I have a will there
is a way. 
A wise saying say that Education is a key; When l heard that expression at the 
first time l was astonished at the meaning of the word, l asked myself what does 
a key do? the answer is it opens the door! Then l reeled that the wise word was 
refer to the fact that education will open so many doors for me and you. 

When I am in class I follow everything  from my teacher, I like to ask questions 
where I don’t understand well, every Friday our teachers give us many different 
homework that is my occasion to revise my lessons while I am doing them, 
I can’t miss any homework. I do that because I want to be a doctor.

Friends and colleagues let us value education because our dream will come 
true spot on through Education is a first step to the better mind for better life.

EducationEducation

                                           
UWASE Beatrice 
 (18 Years Old)                                                                                                                               
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                     8. MY FIRST TIME TO SPEAK ENGLISH

One day my friend suggest that I can go along with her at Club Rafiki where she 
attended the English class for free!it was a surprise.She introduced to English 
Corner Tutor suddenly the Tutor allowed me to join others ECW participants. 
The class was friendly where all participants were given the chance to express 
themselves. I enjoyed how class was conducted.

I start to attend English Corner Workshop regularly after two months l had to do a 
self introduction to a group of visitors who were visiting Rwanda and come to say 
hello to ECW. Myself introduction went well those was truly my first words in front of  
a large group as that.

From that day l fell confident  to speek English l appreciate CR for this greatest 
opportunities  to learn English Today  may communicate in English ,write and tell 
story.

EducationEducation

                                           
UWASE Beatrice
  (18 Years old)                                                                                                                                
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                             9.   THEY ARE ABLE 

One weekend, I was traveling across my village with my  uncle who came to 
visit us. We passed at one school ,in  forty meters front they were dumb persons 
going to study at that school. My uncle stood immediately, he changed! 
I looked at his face; he had sorrow “what happens to you? I asked! ”many 
years ago here in our country when a woman give birth a child with disability 
was an ashame because those children were excluded and considered as 
curse in family, some family may hide them for longtime, briefly they were 
valueless in society if today I see people with disabilities go to study ,work differ-
ent job, some are entrepreneurs, singers, champion.

I feel extremely happy” Uncle replied me I wondered the reason why society 
did think that disability is an accident not a choice, yes if someone  has 
disability means that he or she is unable to do a certain thing normally but they 
can do it differently for having the some perfection this shows us that they are 
able as me and you, we have to love and to support them where is needed as 
good as possible  none masters all things at the some times.
                 
              Disability is not inability.

DisabilityDisability
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                              10. MIRACLE CALL

Each happy new year many families cerebrate it by wishing theirs friends to meet 
the best to the new starting one. I was at home the someday my daddy called his 
friend on phone to wish him a happy new year, my daddy gave a phone to my 
mum to talk to that friend also….they talk they talk.

After five minutes Daddy called our neighbor to meet our home, ,then Daddy my  
aunt in Uganda, Aunt loves my sister Tessy so much  that was an opportunity to her 
to talk to Tessy, then daddy called his friend who lived in Australia his name was 
Turi, Turi was at home before four years, he had curiosity to hear my voice again, 
my daddy gave me a phone I talk to him …!while I was talking to Turi I felt as we 
were together. It was a miracle to talk to Turi who went in Australia  by an aircraft 
I can’t forget that day.

Nowadays world is a village because of technology.

ICTICT

                                           
NSENGIYUMVA Elysee
    (17 Years old)                                                                                                                               
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